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The FBI declined Thursday to rescind its determination that the 2017 shooter who nearly killed House GOP Whip Steve Scalise —
and fired dozens of rounds at a Republican baseball team practicing ...
FBI defends 'suicide by cop' designation for 2017 baseball field shooting
Now, he says, he's told the FBI what he knows about the former mayor. Artemenko, a former Ukrainian parliamentarian, told
POLITICO that he has shared what he knows about Giuliani with federal ...
Ukrainian ex-lawmaker says he spoke to FBI about Giuliani
A congressman who was on the baseball field during the 2017 shooting that nearly killed GOP Whip Steve Scalise says the FBI
privately informed lawmakers it ruled the attack a "suicide by cop," a ...
Lawmakers reveal — and dispute — FBI conclusion about 2017 baseball field shooting
INDIANAPOLIS — The former employee who shot and killed eight people at a FedEx facility in Indianapolis was interviewed by FBI
agents last year, after his mother called police to say that her ...
FBI says it interviewed FedEx mass shooter last year
Instead, the company contacted the FBI, which then brought in CISA. Asked if he thought Colonial would ever have contacted CISA
if the FBI hadn’t facilitated the connection, Wales said no. CISA ...
CISA still waiting for Colonial Pipeline to share key data about hack
FBI agents executed search warrants at the properties on Wednesday in relation to a long-running probe into Giuliani’s dealings in
Ukraine during Trump’s presidency. An attorney for Giuliani ...
‘It’s, like, so unfair’: Trump defends Giuliani after FBI raid
The FBI has confirmed that the Colonial Pipeline hack was the work of the DarkSide ransomware gang. This group is a relatively
new entrant into the ransomware ecosystem, but it is already known ...
What you need to know about the Colonial Pipeline hack
The attorney general also announced he was creating an FBI unit devoted solely to unlawful disclosures of classified information in
the media and he said the department was reviewing its policy on ...
Feds seized Washington Post reporters' phone records in leak probe
Rudy Giuliani on Thursday denied any allegations that he represented a Ukrainian national, a day after the FBI seized materials
from Giuliani as part of an investigation that seems to focus on his ...
Giuliani: ‘I never, ever represented a foreign national’
Federal prosecutors are seeking to submit the vast trove of information the FBI seized from former President Donald Trump’s
lawyer Rudy Giuliani to a court-appointed special master for review ...
Feds seek outsider to sift seized Giuliani records
The multiagency effort is being led by the Department of Homeland Security, with assistance from the FBI and State Department,
among others. “These organizations are complicit in sexual assault ...
DHS launches enforcement operation targeting smugglers
The FBI is investigating the attack, and the Transportation Department has lifted restrictions on truckers to help ease fuel
deliveries. "We’re prepared to take additional steps depending on how ...
Colonial Pipeline starts limited shipments after cyberattack
Agencies including the FBI, Energy Department, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and Transportation Security
Administration were also responding to the incident, while lawmakers on committees ...
'Jugular' of the U.S. fuel pipeline system shuts down after cyberattack
The FBI is investigating the attack, and he cited the Transportation Department's lifting restrictions on truckers to help facilitate
fuel deliveries. "We’re prepared to take additional steps ...
Colonial begins restart
Topics not raised with him in the hearing included the investigation into the storming of the Capitol on Jan. 6 and a separate
foreign-agent probe that led the FBI to carry out search warrants ...
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GOP pressures Garland on border
Editor’s Note: Weekly Cybersecurity is a weekly version of POLITICO Pro’s daily Cybersecurity policy newsletter, Morning
Cybersecurity. POLITICO Pro is a policy intelligence platform that ...
Hack of a crucial fuel pipeline is both a cyber crisis and an opportunity
He then used his time to ask questions about Steele and the surveillance warrant of former Trump associate Carter Page during the
early Russia investigation, saying the FBI committed “outright ...
GOP uses threats hearing to air political, personal grievances
MUST READ — Caitlyn Jenner’s long game by Jack Shafer in POLITICO Magazine: The state of California allows candidates huge
leeway on how they can spend their political donations, so a ...
JENNER hits CNN — MIKE GARCIA goes full MAGA — COX brings back TAG the BEAR — ELON MUSK makes waves on SNL
The FBI is investigating the attack, and the Transportation Department has lifted restrictions on truckers to help ease fuel
deliveries. "We’re prepared to take additional steps depending on how ...
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